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UPDATED PLUGIN RELEASE: GD BBPRESS 
TOOLBOX PRO 6.0 

Reorganized most of the features, improved performance and with many new features 
 
 
 
Niš, Serbia, May 14, 2020. Dev4Press today announced the release of the updated plugin for WordPress 
and bbPress: GD bbPress Toolbox Pro 6.0. This month, GD bbPress Toolbox Pro celebrates the eighth 
birthday, and the new 6.0 version represents a huge step forward, in both the plugin performance and 
features usability that should greatly benefit website owners using the plugin to enhance their bbPress 
powered forums. 

New Features Panel with advanced bulk controls 
 
Version 6.0 begins the process of full plugin rewrite, and switch to the namespacing code organization with 
the use of autoloader. At the same time, most of the plugin features have been reorganized through the 
new ’Features’ panel to make finding the feature you need easier. This panel currently includes 37 
Features, with only some of the features remaining in the old format through the Settings panel.‘ 
 



But, the new version also includes many more new features: rich snippets support for JSON-LD format for 
breadcrumbs, the rich snippet for topic discussions, improved forum and topic information widgets to 
include icons, options to enable/disable attachments for topics and/or replies, options to change topic/reply 
permalinks to include forum hierarchy, fully reorganized JS and CSS files enqueuing, control over all the 
topic/reply actions to display, user settings framework, new import/export format and process and much 
more. 
 
Version 6.0 also fixes more than 10 bugs related to various plugin features, widgets, setup wizard, and 
more. 
 
For more information about GD bbPress Toolbox Pro, list of features, and related articles, please visit the 
plugin home page: plugins.dev4press.com/gd-bbpress-toolbox . Official blog announcement of the release is 
available here: www.dev4press.com/blog/plugins/2020/gd-bbpress-toolbox-pro-6-0 . 
 
 

About Dev4Press 
Dev4Press is a part of the Golden Dragon WebStudio development agency from Serbia, started and owned by 
Milan Petrović, and established in 2009. Dev4Press is dedicated to WordPress plugins development, custom 
development, security and performance optimization, and support, and it offers a wide range of free and premium 
plugins and addons for websites built on WordPress and bbPress powered forums. 
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